Abstract. Incentive mechanisms play a pivotal role in collecting correct and reliable information from self-interested agents. Peer-prediction mechanisms are game-theoretic mechanisms that incentivize agents for reporting the information truthfully, even when the information is unverifiable in nature. Traditionally, a trusted third party implements these mechanisms. We built Infochain, a decentralized system for information elicitation. Infochain ensures transparent, trustless and cost-efficient collection of information from self-interested agents without compromising the game-theoretical guarantees of the peer-prediction mechanisms. In this paper, we address various non-trivial challenges in implementing these mechanisms in Ethereum and provide experimental analysis.
Introduction
AI algorithms have witnessed huge success in the past decade in not only commercial but also various non-commercial applications that affect human life. Such widespread adoption of the algorithms requires a guarantee on their reliability and trustworthiness. It is a well known but often ignored fact that the algorithms are only as reliable and trustworthy as the data that is used to train them. Besides training AI, data is also used in various decision making processes. For e.g., reviews or ratings collected by e-commerce websites and other service providers influences customers' buying decisions and crowdsourced outcome determination in decentralized prediction markets decides the payoffs of the market participants. Thus, it is necessary to develop transparent systems, which ensure that the collected information is reliable and trustworthy.
A crucial step in eliciting trustworthy information from self-interested agents is aligning their incentives with honest behavior. In the absence of an incentive mechanism, only agents with ulterior motives participate and the information is likely to be biased. This phenomenon is well-documented in the electronic commerce literature [5] . Unfortunately, a naive incentive mechanism (for e.g. a fixed payment for participation) invites free riders who submit random information. Designing truthful incentive mechanism is a hard problem when there is no way to verify the correctness of the information. This issue has been addressed by game theoretic peer-prediction mechanisms [3] . The broad idea in these mechanisms is to reward the agents by "matching" the information provided by multiple agents, while discouraging any collusion.
However, for the mechanisms to be effective in practice, they also have to be implemented in a transparent and trustworthy manner. In most existing systems, either a trusted third party controls the entire system and also implements the incentive mechanisms (for e.g. reputation and fixed payment mechanisms implemented by Amazon MTurk) or the data requester independently implements the incentive mechanisms (for e.g. bonus payment mechanism on MTurk). Both the information requester and the information providers rely on the trustworthiness of the central authority to trust the information collected and the payments. There also exist platforms where the information requester has complete control over the system (for e.g. those run by IARPA). In such systems, the information providers have to trust the information requester.
We implement a completely decentralized information collection system in Ethereum called Infochain. Information requesters post tasks, which can be selected by information providers. Once the information providers submit information for the selected tasks, their payments in Ether are processed by a smart contract that implements a peer-prediction mechanism. All the collected information and payments are stored on a public blockchain to ensure transparency and immutability. However, implementation of the peer-prediction mechanisms in Ethereum also faces several challenges, which we address in this paper. We list these challenges and our contributions as follows:
-One of the reasons for popularity of platforms like MTurk is their low cost.
On the other hand, writing data and performing computation on Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) is very expansive. Information providers must be compensated for this cost, increasing the overall cost for information requesters. For the first time, we discuss several non-trivial ways of implementing three different peer-prediction mechanisms in Solidity and empirically compare the reduction in costs. This also leads to a novel finding that some peer-prediction mechanisms are costlier than others in this environment. The code for our implementation will be made public with the accepted paper. -Transparency is a desired inherent feature of blockchain. But the peerprediction mechanisms are compromised if an agent can access the information submitted by their "peers" before submitting own information. We implement a commit-reveal protocol to address this challenge. -In order to reduce computation costs, most peer-prediction mechanisms use only one (or a few) randomly selected peer(s) for every agent. This doesn't affect their game-theoretic properties since the rewards of the agents remain unchanged in expectation. However, if the random peer(s) can be predicted, the agents get an opportunity to collude and the mechanisms can be compromised. The transparency of blockchain increases this risk. We show that under some assumptions, it is possible to implement this safely in Solidity.
We also observe that in some cases, the cost of this safe implementation may outweigh the reduction in cost expected from randomness.
-In the incentive mechanisms literature, different mechanisms have always been compared in terms of their incentive properties and the technical assumptions that are required to ensure those properties. For the first time, we provide a new perspective for comparing different mechanisms. Thus, we hope that this paper will not only be of interest to the system development community but also of much help to the mechanism design community in developing new incentive mechanisms for decentralized settings.
Related Work
Peer-prediction Mechanisms Different information elicitation mechanisms exist in the literature for different settings. Proper scoring rules [4] and prediction markets [15] can be used to elicit truthful beliefs about events, if the ground truth about the events can be observed by the mechanism in future. However, in most interesting applications, the ground truth either doesn't exist (e.g. subjective reviews) or is difficult to observe (e.g. ground truth labels of massive amount of training data for machine learning). The original peer-prediction method [9] and the Bayesian Truth Serum (BTS) [10] are two classic mechanisms that were proposed for such cases. Recently a lot of progress has been made in making these mechanisms suitable for practical use. In this paper, we will focus on three most important state-of-the-art peer-prediction mechanisms. We discuss these mechanisms briefly in a later section but a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this paper. We encourage the readers to refer to [3] for more information. Decentralized Systems for Crowdsourcing Many decentralized systems have been proposed for crowdsourcing and information trading [1, 16, 8, 7] but none addresses the challenge of providing quality based incentives for information. [12] proposes a decentralized protocol for reputation systems on e-commerce websites, with focus on preserving the anonymity of the raters. In a recent and independent work, [6] also uses peer-prediction on trust-free data trading systems but the analysis in this theoretical paper focuses on a secure multi-party computation protocol for rewarding information that loses value if revealed.
Infochain
We give an overview of Infochain in Figure 1 and summarize only the main components of our implementation due to limited space. If accepted, the readers of the paper will have access to the full Solidity code to get all the details.
Baseline Reward Computation
In this section, we discuss the baseline computation involved in the peer-prediction mechanisms. We assume standard crowdsourcing settings: there exists a number of tasks on Infochain, each information provider (agent) solves some of the tasks, and each task is solved by multiple agents. Agents who solve some common tasks can act as peers for one another. We assume that the tasks have binary answers Info providers reveal answers and secret keys.
Payments and deposits of requester and providers are processed.
Fig. 1: Infochain Overview
but the mechanisms extend to multiple values under some assumptions. The rewards can be scaled with a constant to compensate for the costs and to balance the budget without affecting their incentive properties.
1. The Output Agreement (OA) Mechanism [14] : This is perhaps the simplest of all peer-prediction mechanisms. In the OA mechanism, an agent gets a reward of 1 unit only if her answer for a task matches the answer of her peer for the same task. The reward of the agent for a task is the average over the rewards earned by matching with all peers. The final reward of the agent is the average of her rewards from all the tasks solved by her. 2. The Dasgupta and Ghosh (DG) Mechanism [2] : In the DG mechanism, an agent gets a reward of 1 unit if her answer for a task matches the answer of her peer for the same task but also gets a penalty of 1 unit if her answers matches the answers of the peer on non-common tasks. The DG mechanism requires that two agents, who are peers of one another, must also have some non-common tasks that are solved by one of them but not by both. The final reward is calculated by averaging as described in the OA mechanism. The Correlated Agreement mechanism [13] is a generalization of the DG mechanism and involves similar computations. 3. The Peer Truth Serum for Crowdsourcing(PTSC) [11] : In PTSC, the reward of an agent i for a task is calculated using the following formula:
where y is the answer submitted by the agent and y is the answer submitted by her peer for the same task. α is a strictly positive scaling constant. The mechanism uses R i (y) = num i (y)/ ȳ∈{0,1} num i (ȳ), where num i (y) is a function that counts occurrences of y in the answers of all agents (except i) across all tasks. The final reward is calculated by averaging discussed earlier.
Note that the DG mechanism and the PTSC allow negative rewards, which is implemented via making agents submit refundable deposits. Information requester also deposits the reward budget and an additional refundable deposit, which is returned after all the payments and computation costs are settled.
Commit-Reveal Protocol
Transparency is an inherent feature of blockchain. Thus, all the information submitted by an agent is visible to all others. The peer-prediction mechanisms guarantee their incentive compatibility assuming that an agent can only form a belief about what her peers are going to report but doesn't know the actual report of peers. We ensure this in Infochain by making the agents follow a commit-reveal protocol to submit their answers:
1. Commit: An agent writes her commitment keccak256(y, k) on the chain, where y is the agent's answer for a given task and k is her secret key. 2. Reveal: Once all agents have finished submitting their commitments for a task or the commitment phase expires, they can reveal their respective secret keys and answers. If the commitment of an agent matches her revealed answer, the answer is written on the chain. If not, the answer is discarded.
Cost Optimizations

Optimizing Writing Cost:
To minimize the costs of writing on the chain, agents on Infochain combine multiple answers in the form of a bit vector. This is motivated by two observations. First, the answers are revealed simultaneously and thus, they do not require separate commitments. Second, the Ethereum Virtual Machine operates on 256 bit words, thus a single bit vector is much cheaper to write than other formats. With this scheme, each 256-bit commitment can contain up to 42 answers (see a short online appendix 1 for more details). This optimization helps both commit and reveal phases.
Optimizing Computation Cost:
To reduce the cost of computing the rewards, a set of so-called intermediary values is introduced. These values naturally appear at intermediary states of reward computation. They will be precomputed and reused for each agent. What these intermediary values are, depends on the peer-prediction mechanism. This approach allows for the computation to traverse the data a minimum number of times. Since all rewards are computed at the same time, these intermediary values don't need to be written on the blockchain and can be kept in memory instead.
Random Peer Selection
It is also possible to use only one or a few randomly selected peers for reward calculation. This is because, in expectation, the rewards of the agents remain unchanged and thus, the mechanisms with randomly selected peers also offer the same incentive compatibility (except that the variance in rewards increases). This is an interesting tradeoff between computation cost and variance in rewards. However, random peer selection on blockchain is subtle mainly due to the fact that nothing on the chain is a "secret", including the seed for random number generation. If random peers can be known in advance, it may increase the risk of collusion between the agents compromising the incentive compatibility of the mechanisms. In Infochain, we use the block timestamps as well as the mining difficulty level as the seed. This avoids using any trusted third party for random peer selection. The approach works under the assumption that the miners will not try to cheat the smart-contract, which is a reasonable assumption given that the miners have no incentive to do so (they risk losing their mining rewards).
Experiments
We now discuss the results of some experiments performed on Infochain. The performance measure of interest in this discussion will be the total amount of gas used. Gas is a unit measuring the computational work of running transactions or smart contracts in the Ethereum network and is a good proxy for the cost in USD.
Infochain has been deployed and tested on the Ropsten Test Network, one of the commonly used public testing framework for Ethereum smart contracts.
To have no limitations in terms of gas, the results reported in this paper have been generated on a local instance of Ethereum.
Dataset Description Imagine that an information requester is interested in using Infochain for collecting information about the quality of service offered by different web services. For this experiment, we used a dataset 2 [17] containing real-world quality of service evaluation from 339 trusted agents for 5,825 web services. The agents observe the response time (in seconds) of the web-services. The real valued observations were placed into two categories ("good" and "bad"), in order to fit them to our binary observation setting. We treated a response time of at most 1 second as "good" and the rest as "bad". This dataset acts as the ground truth data that the information requester is interested in eliciting from self-interested agents. We simulated agent behavior as follows: 50% of the agents report truthfully, 25% report randomly (i.e. independent of the ground truth) and the rest report in an adversarial way (i.e. opposite of the ground truth).
Results In Figure 2a , we show the reduction in writing cost due to the proposed optimization discussed in Section 3.3. As expected, the reduction becomes more significant as agents solve more number of tasks. In Figure 2b shows the reduction in computation cost due to the proposed optimizations for the PTSC mechanism with varying number of agents and number of tasks per agent. We observed a similar trend for the OA and the DG mechanisms. We next compare the cost of the three mechanisms in Figure 2c . While the OA mechanism and the PTSC mechanism have similar cost, the DG mechanism is more costly. Finally, Figure 2d shows the effect of using randomly selected peers for reward computation in the DG mechanism. We note that there may be multiple ways to implement sampling without replacement; for e.g., 1) randomly select a peer, Figure 2d , the cost is guaranteed to reduce if we randomly select only one peer per agent. But when multiple peers are to be selected (which is required to reduce variance in rewards), the cost may increase to a level higher than the cost of using all peers without any random selection.
Conclusions
AI is expected to increasingly make autonomous decisions based only on data. Implementing incentive mechanisms for truthful information elicitation is an important component of transparent and trustworthy AI systems. In this paper, we have shown how this can be done on the blockchain for the first time.
